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Deer antlers make beautiful knife handles that are durable and can last a lifetime. Using deer antlers for a knife handle is a great way to use a piece of deer that might otherwise be discarded. Deer antler knives also make great handmade gifts, each of which is unique in its own way. I was so excited when I found out that Morakniv has a
line of empty hidden Tan blades for people wanting to make their own knife handles. If you've done any research on survival knives you'll surely come across Moraknivs. These are simple, high-quality knives that do not break or break the bank. They even offer several different styles and sizes of empty blades. So if you're working with a
whitetail horn you have a 3.9 inch classic No.1 or 4.3 inch Classic No.2. If you are working something bigger like a moose horn you can use the 5.9 inch Classic No.3. Removing the Old Knife Handles Removal Old Knife Handles I usually just burn the old handle using the Dakota Fire Pit, which is only two holes dug side by side and
connected to each other in the lower form of the U-shape. One hole is used for fire and the other is used as a airways. This allows you to burn the handle faster and with less wood. Deer antlers make large handles for rat tail or hidden Tan knives because the narrow Tang fits well into the drilled antlers. If you have a choice to choose from,
choose the horns that will fit your knife without much change. For my Kukri here I only have to bend the tang slightly on my table vise to get it fit, but I often have to cut the tang a little bit here and there to get it fit in the horns properly. The angle of the grinder is mandatory in this regard. Cutting the horn shape Once you have the piece
picked up, cut that piece of the horn out. Remember that it is better to cut a piece too large than to cut a piece too little. I also found the angle grinder to be the best way to make quick, clean cuts off the horns. Make sure you wear eye protection and a respirator when cutting your horn. Drilling through the horns Using a thing table to keep
the horns in place, drill a hole big enough to fit your tan. If the horns are curved, you may need to drill halfway on one side, then flip the horns over and drill the other. Drill the horns slowly and gently. The epoxy pit will fill it and make the area strong again, but the too big hole will look bad. I had to bend the tan knife a bit with my thing table
to match the curve of the horn. Epoxying the handle Once I got the tight shape I taped off the areas that I wanted to keep clean, and mixed up some epoxy resin. I added wood dust to the epoxide resin mixture to form a paste that is better gaps between Tan and the horns. After filling the drill hole with the same epoxy paste as I could, I put
the knife vertically in the table of thums during the night. Grinding knobs After the epoxy resin was dry I took a rotary tool with a grinding stone and smoothed the epoxy resin and roughness of the roughness Horns. Here are a few pens I made out of deer antlers. Please follow and like: The question: How to attach a knife blade with Tan to
the horns of the tooth without the use of any glues? Answer: Use natural parts of the tine horn as binders. The piti core of the horn of the tooth can be softened and allowed the reharden to form a tight bond with the Tan knife. The procedure is simple, but the time from start to finish is long. If you are patient, you will be pleasantly satisfied
with the results. Start with a horn tooth that will match the size of your knife blade. Immerse your horns in a bucket of stream or rainwater. Now the waiting period begins. Soak the horns while the pithy core softens. I had to leave my horns in the rainwater for a month before I could start mounting the blade. Check the pithy core every now
and then by pressing the sly in the core. If the meaningful nucleus indentates from pressure, the horn tooth is ready for the next step. Word of advice: It is best to soak the horns longer than necessary to make sure that the pithy core has softened across the horn. When the core is ready, you may notice the smell, and coming from the
horn. Submerged in water for so long, the bacteria began to work on the horns. The horns are still good. The smell can be unpleasant for some. If this bothers you, work outdoors or in a ventilated area. Drying the horn after you have completed your job will get rid of the odor. Next, cut the tan blades with a chop saw into the shape of a
wedge to help ease the insertion of the horn tine. Also, shorten the length of the Tang to fit into the content area (see the words advise section below concerning the content area and tang). Tape the blade and dot with enough duck tape to not accidentally cutting yourself on a sharp blade. Squeeze the blade into a steel grip with Tan
sticking out. The clip should come all the way to the blade, just before the Tang begins. This will keep from bending or breaking the knife during the insertion process. In addition, it will help place a soft material, like a cloth, between the clamps and the knife to keep the blade from getting scratched. Wear leather gloves for extra protection.
Tizawi will keep the blade steady for the next step. Spread the tooth horn over the tip of the tang and PUSH the horn into the Tang. Don't wiggle your horns from side to side. This will widen the hole in the pithy core or it can break your tan as you insert the horns further. Use your body weight as a lever and gently press the horns in tang.
With a little elbow grease and patience you will eventually press the horn of the tooth all the way down to the handle of the blade. Sometimes check your sis to see that the blade is not moving or loose. Wrong time and do a good job. More words advise: 1. Keep in mind that the end of the horn tooth is solid and does not contain any pith.
You have to compensate for this part of your tooth. Pithi will begin to taper as it gets close to the solid part of the tina. Do you have enough width and length of a content area to accommodate your Tan? 2. Don't restart the procedure after you've started by pulling Tan out of the horn for any reason (e.g.: the blade goes into the curve).
Peaty's core doesn't look like rubber. The hole won't close after you pull Out Tan. Starting first will only widen the hole and give you a free connection. Think about what you are going to do in advance so as not to make a mistake during the procedure. 3. Once you have worked the horns on the Tang, be careful in loosening the final part of
the horn down the Tang. DO NOT bend the tan from side to side. It's going to break. Once you have inserted the tan, let the horn tooth dry completely until the smell disappears. Communication is as good as using epoxy resin. It's natural and strong. Another alternative to soaking horns for a long period of time is to boil the horns in water.
As the horn boils, check out the pithy core every now and then to see if it has softened. When it is ready, remove the horns and continue the installation process. Is boiling better than the soaking method? I haven't done any comparative tests with boiled horns and soaked horns, but I think boiling horns for too long tend to make the horns
brittle. If you just boil the horn until the core is immediately softened, it will make a good knife handle. It's just a matter of how patient you are with this project. If you are looking for knife blades for this project, check out the website below. They sell Swedish knife blades. for horn pieces, check out the website below. The company is called
Moscow Hide and Fur. They are located in Moscow, Idaho in the United States. Creating a Leather Knife Shell email your comments to Dino Labiste on the KahikoArts@yahoo.com PrimitiveWays Home We hope that the information on the PrimitiveWays website is both educational and enjoyable. Understand that the warranty or warranty
is not included. We expect adults to act responsibly and children to be supervised by a responsible adult. If you use the information on this site to create your own projects or if you are trying the methods described on PrimitiveWays, behave in accordance with applicable law, and think about the sustainability of natural resources. The use
of tools or techniques described on PrimitiveWays can be dangerous with exposure to heavy, sharp or pointed objects, fire, stone tools and hazards present in an outdoor setting. Without proper care and care, or if it is done incorrectly, there is a risk of property damage, injury or even death. So, keep in the information: Anyone who uses
any information provided on the primitiveWays website takes responsibility for the use of proper care and caution for life, health and safety of yourself and all others. He or she involves the risk of harm or damage to all persons or property directly caused by the use of this information. © PrimitiveWays 2013 2013 boiling deer antler for knife
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